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ABSTRACT 

Clearance control means is provided for a gas turbine 
engine. In one embodiment relating to compressor 
blade clearance, means is provided for developing a first 
signal representative of the actual compressor casing 
temperature, a second signal representative of compres- 
sor inlet gas temperature, and a third signal representa- 
tive of compressor speed. Schedule means is provided 
for receiving the gas temperature and compressor speed 
signals and developing a schedule output signal. The 
schedule output signal is representative of a reference 
casing temperature at which a predetermined compres- 
sor blade stabilized clearance is provided. Means is 
provided for comparing the actual compressor casing 
temperature signal and the reference casing tempera- 
ture signal and developing a clearance control signal 
representative of the difference therebetween. The 
clearance control signal is coupled to a control valve 
which controls a flow of air to the compressor casing to 
control the clearance between the compressor blades 
and the compressor casing. Means is provided for modi- 
fication of the clearance control signal to accommodate 
transient characteristics. Other embodiments are dis- 
closed. 

I571 

12 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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CONTROL M E A N S  FOR A GAS TURBINE ENGISE 

The invention herein described was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is  sub- 
ject t o  the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Puhlic Law 55-568 

DACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to  a gas turbine engine 

of the type hitving rotating blades within a blade casing, 
and more particularly, t o  clearance control means for 
controlling the clearance between the rotating blades 
and the blade casing. 

Modern gas turbine engiiies typically include it ntim- 
ber of blade-to-blade casing interfaces. For example, a 
typical gas turbi!ie engine for aircraft applications may 
include the following blade-to-blade casing interfaces: 
fhn blades, compressor blades, high pressure turbinc 
blades, and low pressure turbine blades. The clearance 
distance between thc blades and the blade casings at 
such interfaces is a critical factor in the performance of 
such engines. 

More particularly, unnecessari!y large blade clear- 
ances are aerodynamically inefficient while small blade 
clearances often result in blade rub which may shorten 
engine life. The wide range of operation of such gas 
turbine engines, especially aircraft engines, results in  
significant variation of the clearance as the operating 
conditions vary. Thus, clearance control techniques 
have been developed which attempt to deal with this 
problem. 

Although available clearance control techniques are 
acceptable for certain gas turbine engitw applications, 
the use of such techniques often presents problems. 
These problems are due, i n  large part, i o  the wide range 
of operating conditions of such engines. In this connec- 
tion, i t  is well known that the steady-state clearanccs of 
such engines are quite unlike their transient clearances. 
Thus. it has been found that conveniently available 
engine parameters. such as compressor speed or gas 
temperature, are not, by themselves, capable of estab- 
lishing blade clearance control means which performs 
well over the wide range of operating conditions of 
such engines. 

Accordingly, it is a general object ofthis invention to 
provide improved clearance control means for a gas 
turbine engine. 

Another object of this invention is to provide such 
clearance control means which employs conveniently 
available engine parameters. 

Another object of this invention is to provide such 
clearance control means which includes override means 
for accommodating transient operation. 

( 7 2  Stat. 435; 42 usc 2457). 

SUMMARY OF THE IN'v'ENTIC?N 
In  carrying o u t  one form of the inventifin, w e  provide 

clearance control means for 3 gas turbine engine. The 
gas turbine engine is of the type including a plurality of 
radially extending blades rotatably disposed within a 
relatively slationary blade casing. Means is provided for 
developing a first signal represeniative of the actual 
temperature o f  the casing. Means is pixxkled for devei- 
npmg a second signal representative of  the gas tempera- 
iure within the casing and proximate to the blades. 
Means is provided for developing a third signal repre- 
sentative of the rotational speed of flit.  blades. Schedule 
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means is provided for rccL.ivitig the 
signals and de\~cloping ii schrdulc output .;ign;il repre- 
sentative of a referericc cxirip tempcr;itrirc at n hich :I 

predetermined clearancc i i  pni \  ided Ivt\\ceii thc 
h1;ides and the casing Mraiir is pi[>\ideil f o r  cwniparing 
the first signal and thc wheifalr ~.>utpiil i1gnal ;tnd de\'el- 
oping a clearance control sigiiai repriwnt:ili\fe of the 
difference therebet\veeij. V;i!vc Tnc:iw. i c  coupled t o  
receive the clearance control ~ i p ; i l  fix vonii-olling an 
airflow to the caring to control rlic i:icai,:iiicc hetucen 
the blades and thc c a m g .  

BKIEF DESCKlE'I I O &  0 1 ;  'PflI: I)P,,Q\\'INGS 
FIG. 1 is a ~ c h c n - i a ~ i ~ :  <r<-l'i\ sccli:)n GY orit'  fo r in  of ;I 

gas turbine engine to which tiic c1cLir:incc cotifrol ine:ins 
of the present inventicw reinies. 

FIG. 2 is a schcniaiic repre\entatic~ii or ;I portion o f  
the compressor section of  the gas iurhinc engine of 
FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is ii fi inl-t icmil block diagram \hen ing one 
f c m m  of clearance coritrol nieafis o f  thc pwcrnt invcn- 
t ion. 

FIG. 4 is a graph shou,ing the inanner iil tvhicli clear- 
ance d varies with core o r  conipre iwr  spcw1 N2 for the 
case in which no c o o h g  flow i\ i>rovicied iirid f i x  the  
care i n  which maximum coding flow i s  provided. 

FIG. 5 is a graph showing the manner' in  which com- 
pressor case temperature TCC varies as ii function of 
core speed N2 for the caw 111 S-1iii.h 110 cooling flow is 
provided and for the case in which ma\iniurn coaling 
flow i s  provided. 

FIG. 6 is a graph showing rhe rrisnncr in  lvltich clear- 
ance d varies with casing terripsrntuii' T C T .  core speed 
N2, cooling flow. and gas i n l e t  ternpc-r3iurc '7'25 for 
various engine operatilip poiiits. 

FIG. 7 is a graph showing comp~essoi- cnsiiig temper- 
func-iion of core speed N 2  and gas inlet 

temperature 7'25. 
FIG. 8 is a functional hiock diagram, \imil:.r to FIG. 

3, showing further drtnili of (>ne c!earancc control 
means of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 is a schematic reprusentatiari of' a portion of 
the high pressure and low pressure iurb:r:c sections of 
the gas turbine engine of I'IG. I. 

FIGS. 10 and 11 are fupciinna! block diagram%. sirni- 
iar to FIG. 3, showing form? of clearmi-t: ~ o n t m l  means 
of the present invention txnpioycd i ~ i  connt.c:tiiIn with a 
high pressure turbine, and a low prtwurt~ turbine. IT- 
spectively. 

DETAILRI3 DEX~R.lH'ICIN OF -1-t 
IN\'Eh'l'lON 

Referring to FIG. 1 ,  one form of' e 
bine engine to which the present 111 

generally designated 10. The CT in:: tO includes a core 
engine 12 which incliidrs, in  st-i 1 flol?. rtcIi:ii<mqhip, an 
axial flow compressor 14. ;i combuhtor 16, ; inJ  a high 
pressure turbine 18. TXic liigli picssirre !ui-hi:ie 18 is 
drivingly connected i o  tlic con? 
pressure turbine shaft 22. ' f h t  
low pressure cystcm v;hich I 

ttirbinc 20. The loiv ~irwiim 
connected by a lour PI-C:::LT~U~C t i 1 1  bin: sljiift 14 tc> :I fan 25. 
An outer nacelle ZR is r p a c ~ ~ l  iqx ir?  C t o i m  i b t .  core engine 
12 to define a bypass duct 30 ihcrt.bclnvt:rr. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, :* lx)riion of 1 lit. trimpressor 
14 of FIG. 1 is sho\v:i Itlor*- 
intended to depict thr: 1a~;t five 
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IO-stage compressor. It is to be appreciated that, for tive of the difference between the actual temperature of 
purposes of clarity, the exemplary engine 10 of FIG. 1 the casing TCC, and the reference casing temperature 
is shown with less than five compressor stages. The TCC‘. The output signal of the comparator 52 repre- 
rotating compressor turbine blade stages of FIG. 2 are sents the control signal 50s to the clearance control 
represented by the reference numerals 321-325. Corre- 5 valve 42, as shown in FIG. 2. As will be discussed more 
sponding compressor stator vanes are depicted at fully later, for certain applications the control signal 
341-34s. The compressor 14 includes an inner casing 36 50s may be further processed and then coupled to the 
within which the compressor blades 321-325 are rotat- valve 42. 
ably disposed. The distance between the edges of the It is to be appreciated that the signals representative 
compressor blades 32 and the inside surface of the com- 10 of compressor speed N2 and compressor inlet tempera- 
pressor casing 36 represents the blade clearance d. ture T25 are commonly employed signals for aircraft 

A manifold system 40 provides a means for cooling engine applications. More particularly, compressor 
the exterior of the casing 36 using air which may be bled speed N2 is simply obtained through an electromagnetic 
from the compressor for other purposes, such as turbine rotary motion sensing device. Compressor inlet and 
cooling or control of internal leakage. This flow of 15 compressor casing temperatures, T25, TCC, respec- 
cooling air (see arrow) is typically taken from a bleed tively, may be simply obtained through electrical resis- 
o n  the stage 5 compressor (not shown). Manifold 40 tance thermometers or temperature sensing devices, 
receives a flow of cooling air through compressor stator such as the ones often employed in developmental test- 
vane 341 and provides two alternate flowpaths for this ing of gas turbine engines. 
air, flowpath 40A and bypass flowpath 40B. Flowpath 20 Exemplary locations for sensing the compressor cas- 
40A carries the flow of cooling air along the outer side ing temperature TCC and the gas temperature T25 are 
of the casing 36 and then to a clearance control valve shown in FIG. 1 at points A, B, respectively. It has been 
42. The flow of cooling air along the outer side of the found that a combination of the three previously noted 
casing 36 can be advantageously varied by means of variables, Le., compressor rotational speed N2, inlet air 
clearance control valve 42 to affect the blade clearance 25 temperature T25, and compressor casing temperature 
d. The clearance control valve 42 may comprise a con- TCC, provides an excellent means to provide an indica- 
ventional airflow valve for controlling the flow of air tion of stabilized clearance d from which a desirable 
therethrough. For example, the valve 42 may include an casing cooling air schedule may be conveniently pro- 
element which provides restriction to flowpaths MA, vided. In order to appreciate the operation of the clear- 
40B. In one exemplary embodiment, the amount of 30 ance control means of the present invention, it is helpful 
restriction in flowpath 40A varies inversely with the to refer to FIGS. 4-7, which Figures depict a number of 
amount of restriction in flowpath 40B. For certain ap- important relationships. 
plications, cooling flow output 42X of clearance control Referring initially to FIG. 4, blade clearance d is 
valve 42 may be used for purposes other than clearance shown as a function of core speed N2 for both cooling 
control, e.g., for purging purposes. Further information 35 and no-cooling of the compressor casing 36. FIG. 5 
on an exemplary manifold system for clearance control shows the relationship between compressor casing tem- 
can be found in copending application of Ser. No. perature TCC and core speed N2 for the no-cooling and 
60,449, filed July 25, 1979. entitled “Active Clearance cooling cases. FIG. 6 represents a combination of the 
Control System For a Turbomachine,” and assigned to graphs of FIGS. 4 and 5, showing clearance d as a 
the assignee of the present application. 40 function of casing temperature TCC, core speed N2, 

In one form of the present invention, clearance con- and gas temperature T25. 
trol means 50 is provided for developing a desirable Referring now more particularly to the graph of 
control valve signal 505 for operating the clearance FIG. 6, clearance d is shown as a function of compres- 
control airflow valve 42. Referring now to FIG.  3, one sor casing temperature TCC for a number of operating 
form of the clearance control means 50 of FIG. 2 is 45 points, including: idle, minimum cruise, maximum 
shown in further detail. cruise, and takeoff. 

In the control means 50 of FIG. 3, the clearance Referring to the idle speed relationship, point A 
control signal 50s is representative of the difference thereon represents a minimum cooling flow while op- 
between the actual temperature of the compressor cas- posing point B represents a maximum cooling flow. 
ing 36, designated TCC, and a reference casing temper- 50 Thus, at idle speed conditions, increasing the cooling 
ature, designated TCC‘, at which a predetermined blade flow through clearance control valve 42 from a mini- 
clearance d is known to exist at stabilized conditions. mum to a maximum causes the clearance d to vary from 
More particularly, schedule means 51 is provided to a maximum value toward a minimum value while, at the 
receive a first signal 51A representative of a gas temper- same time, the casing temperature TCC changes in a 
ature, designated T25, within the casing 36 and proxi- 55  predetermined manner. This variation of casing temper- 
mate to the blades 32, and a second signal 51B represen- ature TCC in such a predetermined manner, is utilized, 
tative of the core, or cornpressor rotational speed, des- in accordance with the present invention, to provide the 
ignated N2. The schedule means 51 processes these desired clearance d for various operating points. For 
input sjgnals and then develops, in a manner which will example, referring now to the takeoff point of opera- 
be explained more fully later, a schedule output signal 60 tion, any given clearance d is provided when the casing 
51s representative of a reference casing temperature temperature TCC varies between the minimum cooling 
TCC‘ at which a predetermined stabilized clearance d is point A and the maximum cooling point B. 
provided. Comparator means 52 is coupled to receive Thus, the casing temperature TCC, in combination 
the schedule output signal 515, representative of the with the core speed N2, may be employed to schedule a 
reference casing temperature TCC‘, and a second signal 65 continuous range of desirable operating blade clear- 
54, representative of the actual temperature of the com- ances d. More particularly, it  is often desirable to pro- 
pressor casing, designated TCC. The comparator 52 vide a minimum operating clearance dl for takeoff, and 
then develops an output signal 50s which is representa- for cruise operation where most of the aircraft engine 
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flight time is accumulated, while providing for in- velops an output signal 59s representative of the sum of 
creased clearances at power operations below a prede- a time integrated error signal 56s and a dynamically 
termined minimum cruise so as to reduce the potential compensated error signal 58s. For many engine appli- 
for rotor rubs upon subsequent acceleration. Thus, a cations, summation output signal 59s may be employed 
schedule, such as the one shown in dashed lines in FIG. 5 to operate the control valve 42 for controlling the flow 
6, can be provided to set a desired clearance characteris- of cooling air to the casing 36. 
tic. The operating lines of FIG. 6 also vary as a function Control means 60 further includes override means for 
of gas temperature, e.g., T25. More particularly, in- satisfying additional transient needs. More particularly, 
creased gas temperatures cause each of the operating deceleration override means 70 is provided in order to 
lines to shift to the right while lowered gas tempera- 10 avoid rubs if the engine is re-accelerated before the 
tures cause each of the operating lines to shift to the left, rotors cool to their stabilized temperature level. The 
as shown for the takeoff operating line. deceleration override means 70 receives the integrated 

Referring now to FIG. 7, compressor casing temper- and dynamically compensated summation output signal 
ature TCC is shown as a function of core speed N2 and 59s as well as the temperature error signal 525. The 
gas inlet temperature T25. It is to be appreciated that 15 deceleration override means 70 also receives a signal 
the curve of FIG. 7 represents a compressor casing 51A representative of the rate of change of compressor 
temperature schedule which is utilized, in accordance core speed, designated N2. The override means 70 func- 
with the present invention, to operate the clearance tions to develop an output signal 70s which operates to 
airflow control valve 42 of FIGS. 2 and 3. More partic- cause the clearance control valve 42 to reduce, e.g., cut 
ularly, the compressor casing temperature TCC shown 20 off, the casing cooling flow when the compressor rotor 
in the ordinate, as a function of T25, corresponds to the decelerates and to keep it cut off until the temperature 
schedule output signal 51s of FIG. 3 and is representa- of the compressor casing decreases to a level equal to 
tive of a reference casing temperature TCC’ at which the scheduled level plus a predetermined differential 
the predetermined clearance d is provided over a full which accounts for the absence of cooling, or the en- 
speed range N2 of engine operation. 25 gine re-accelerates. Under other conditions, the decel- 

For some applications, the casing temperature sched- eration override means 70 does not affect the summa- 
ule may be modified. For example, the casing tempera- tion output signal 59s. 
ture schedule may include an altitude modifier which Another override means 80 may be provided to ac- 
senses altitude pressure in a conventional manner and commodate the transient feature in which, after an ac- 
then adjusts the schedule to provide desirable clear- 30 celeration, the casing cooling air may be warmer than 
ances. More particularly, the minimum clearance may the casing. When this transient condition occurs, the 
be established in the flight regimes where most flight override means 80 functions to develop an output signal 
time is accumulated while increased clearances are es- 80s which causes the control valve 42 to remain on. 
tablished elsewhere to provide additional rub avoidance Thus, in this case, the air, which is now heating air, is 
margin for transients and flight maneuvers. 35 turned on to increase the clearance temporarily for 

It is to be appreciated that, although the characteris- transient rub avoidance. This is accomplished by com- 
tics depicted in FIGS. 4-7 apply to a gas turbine com- paring the actual temperature of the compressor casing 
pressor section, other rotorhtator combinations, e.g., TCC, signal 54, with a signal 82 representative of the 
low pressure and high pressure turbine sections, exhibit temperature of the cooling airflow. This comparison 
similar characteristics. 40 may be made through comparator means 84 which 

Referring now to FIG. 8, the form of control means develops comparator means output signal 84s which is 
shown in FIG. 3 is shown in more detail and is generally coupled to the override means 80. The cooling airflow 
designated 60. The control means 60 of FIG. 8 is similar temperature signal 82 may, for example, be developed 
in many respects to the control means 50 of FIG. 3 so through calculating means 86 which receives as input 
that, wherever possible, like reference numerals have 45 signals thereto, signals representative of T3 and T25, 
been employed to  represent like elements. which represent compressor discharge and compressor 

Schedule means 51 is provided to receive input sig- inlet air temperatures, respectively. Thus, override 
nals representative of core speed and gas inlet tempera- means 80 develops an on, or, open signal 80s for caus- 
ture. The schedule means 51 functions as previously ing the control valve 42 to be on or open whenever the 
explained with regard to FIGS. 4-7 to develop a refer- 50 temperature of the cooling airflow is greater than the 
ence output signal 51s. As noted previously, the sched- temperature of the compressor casing. During other 
ule output signal 51s represents a reference casing tem- times, the override means 80 does not affect the infor- 
perature TCC’ at which a predetermined clearance d is mation provided by the summation output signal 59s. 
provided. Comparator 52 is coupled to receive the The output signal 80s of override means 80 may be 
schedule output signal 51s and a signal 54 representa- 55 coupled to a position control loop 90, as shown in FIG. 
tive of the actual compressor casing temperature. The 8. The position control loop 90 may, for example, com- 
comparator 52 develops an output signal 52s represen- prise feedback comparator 92, servo actuator 94, clear- 
tative of the difference between the signals 51s and 54 ance control airflow valve 42, and position sensor 96. 
and may be referred to as the temperature casing error More particularly, feedback comparator means 92 re- 
signal 52s. This error signal 52s corresponds to the 60 ceives the output signal 80s and develops its output 
clearance control valve signal 505 of FIG. 3. signal 92s which is fed to valve servo actuator 94. The 

The temperature casing error signal 52s is coupled to output 94s of the valve servo actuator 94 operates the 
a control and stabilization network comprising time air control valve 42. It is to be appreciated that the 
integrator means 56, dynamic compensation or multi- output 94s of the servo actuator 94 is similar to the 
plier means 58, and summation means 59. This network 65 clearance control signal 50s of FIGS. 2 and 3. A feed- 
provides a conventional proportional plus integral con- back valve position signal 92F is developed at or near 
trol action between casing error signal 52s and summa- the air control valve 42 and is coupled to a position 
tion output signal 595. Thus, summation means 59 de- sensor 96. The position sensor 96 develops a position 
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sensor output  signal 96s which is coupled i n t o  the feed- 
back conip;irator means 92. thus providing feedback 
control of the air control valve 42. 

An important advantage of the present invention is 
that the casing temperature responds relatively slowly 
to chmgc5 i n  engine operating condition. This charac- 
teristic IS  desirable in that it reduces the likelihood of 
transient rubs. Iitdeed, when an acceleration is made, 
the casing takes several minutes to reach a stabilized 
temperature condition. During much of this stabiliza- 
i ion period, the casing temperature will be less than the 
scheduled casing temperature 50 that the schedule will 
cause the cooling air to shut off. This feature provides 
temporary clearance increases which help avoid rotor 
rubs during maneuvers such as aircraft takeoff or climb 
initiation rotation which frequently follow an engine 
xcelzral ion. 

Although thc clearance control means of the present 
invention has been described with regard to rotating 
biades in ;I compressor section, the control means is 
geiwrallq applicable to any rotating blade disposed 
~ i t h i i i  a relatively stationary blade casing. Further, the 
blade casing may comprise a casing, as previously de- 
scribed, or may comprise an intermediate structure 
which is itself mechanically coupled to a casing. For 
example, the relatively stationary blade casing may 
comprise blade shrouds coupled to a casing. 

Referring now to FIG. 9, a portion of the high and 
low pressure turbine sections of FIG. 1 are shown. The 
hsgh pressure turbine 18 is shown as comprising a dou- 
ble stage turbine and the low pressure turbine 20 is 
shown as comprising a 5-stage turbine. Thus, high pres- 
sure turbine blades 181, 182 and low pressure turbine 
blades 201-205 are shown. The casing of the high pres- 
sure turbine is shown at 100 while the casing of the low 
pressure turbine is shown at 102. Shrouds lOOS, 102s 
are respectively coupled to the casings 100, 102 such 
that their position with respect to the blade edges is 
determined by the position of the casings 100, 102 with 
respect to the blade edges. The clearance between the 
rotating blades and the shrouds is represented by d. 
Valve control means 104H and 104L separately control 
the flow of cooling air, e.g., fan air, to high pressure 
turbine casing 100 and low pressure turbine casing 102. 
Valves 104H and 104L are similar to the clearance 
control valve 42 of FIG. 3. Cooling air, e.g., fan air, is 
communicated through a conduit 106A and branch 
conduits 106B and 106C to the separate control valves 
104H and 104L. 

In accordance with one form of the present inven- 
tion, the valves 104H and 104L of FIG. 9 are provided 
with clearance control valve signals 108H and 108L, 
respectively. 

Referring now to FIG. 10, one form of control means 
for the high pressure turbine clearance control is gener- 
ally designated 120. The control means 120 includes 
schedule means 51, similar to the previously described 
schedule means, which receives input signals represen- 
tative of speed and gas temperature. For example, com- 
pressor speed N2 and compressor discharge tempera- 
ture T3 may be employed. The schedule means 51  then 
develops its schedule output signal 51s which is repre- 
sentative of the reference high pressure turbine casing 
temperature THPT’ at which a predetermined stabi- 
lized clcnrance is provided. Comparator means 52 re- 
ceives rhe reference casing temperature signal 51s and 
an actual turbine casing temperature THPT, signal 54, 
and develops an output signal 108H representative of 
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8 
the difference therebctween. as in the control means 50 
of FIG. 3. 

Referring now to FIG. 11. control means for control- 
ling the clearance in the low pressure turbine 20 is gen- 
erally designated 130 and is similar to the control means 
of FIGS. 3 and 10 except that a number of inputs are 
changed. More particularly, control means 130 receives 
signals representative of low pressure turbine speeds, 
e.g., N1. and gas temperature, e.g., T3, to delielop a 
reference low pressure turbine casing temperature 51s 
at which the predetermined clearance is provided. The 
control means 130 then compares the reference low 
pressure turbine casing temperature TLPT’, signal 51s. 
with the actual low pressure turbine casing temperature 
TLPT, signal 54, to develop the control signal 108L. 

It is to be appreciated that the previous discussion of 
the compressor clearance control means of the present 
invention is also applicable to both the high pressure 
turbine control means and the low pressure control 
means. 

An important advantage of the clearance control 
means of the present invention is that the control of 
casing temperature provides a desirable clearance con- 
trol characteristic over a wide range of operating condi- 
tions. I n  this connection, the use of casing temperature 
has been found to be more closely related to clearance 
than previously employed parameters. 

It is generally desirable that the variable parameters 
employed in the control means of the present invention 
be directed to the blade clearances to be controlled. For 
example, it is generally desirable that the gas tempera- 
ture parameter input be taken at a point proximate to the 
blades involved. In this connection, by the term proxi- 
mate, it is meant a point in the engine internal flowpath 
closely related to the temperature of the rotor and 
blades involved. 

As suggested above, for some applications, it may be 
desirable to select representational values of the various 
parameters needed in the control means of the present 
invention. More particularly, for purposes of conve- 
nience, it may be desirable to employ the core speed N2 
as a speed parameter even when dealing with the high 
pressure turbine section. Similarly, it may be desirable 
to employ the compressor discharge temperature when 
dealing with clearance control of the high pressure 
turbine. In some cases, however, in order to employ 
such conveniences, it may be necessary to adjust the 
predetermined schedule to account for the fact that the 
parameters are not taken at the precise point at which 
the clearance of particular blades is involved. In this 
connection, the exemplary two-stage high pressure 
turbine 18 of FIG. 9 is shown as being controlled 
through a single control valve 104H. This may be ac- 
complished by a single set of input parameters, as de- 
scribed previously. Similarly, the exemplary 5-stage 
low pressure turbine 20 may also use any convenient 
speed and temperature parameters and such parameters 
may be taken from convenient locations. However, as 
mentioned previously, it may be necessary, in some 
applications, to provide the necessary adjustments to 
the predetermined schedule so as to compensate for the 
fact that the parameters are not sensed at the point at 
which the clearance is to be controlled. Further, it is to 
be recognized that, where desired, the present invention 
may include a separate clearance control measurement 
and control for each stage of any of these rotating blade 
sections. 
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As used in this application. the term signal may de- override means responsivc to compressor speed for 

note physical indicia such as mechanical linkage move- causing said valve means to reduce said airflow to said 
ment, or the like, or electrical indicia such as voltage casing when a predeterrnincd deceleration occurs. 
and/or current. 7. Clearance control means in accordance with claim 

While the present invention has been described with 5 5 in which said override means includes air temperature 
reference to -specific embodiments thereof. it will be 
obvious to those skilled in the art that various changes 
and modifications may be made without departing from 
the invention in its broader aspects. It is contemplated in 
the appended claims to cover all such variations and 
modifications of the invention which come within the 
true spirit and scope of our invention. 

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
Letters Patent of the United States is: 

override means responsive to the temperature o f  said 
airflow for causing said valve means to increase said 
airflow to said casing when said airflow tempcraturc 
exceeds the actual temperature of  said comprexsor cas,- 

8. Clearance control means in accordance with claim 
1 in which t h e  engine includes ii high pressure turbine 
section, said blades comprise high pressure turbine 
blades and said casing comprises a high pressure turbine 

10 ing. 

1. In a gas turbine engine of the type including a 15 casing. 
plurality of radially extending blades rotatably disposed 9. Clearance control means in accordance with claim 
within a relatively stationary blade casing and including I in which the engine includes a low pressure turbine 
clearance control means for controlling an airflow to section, said blades comprise low pressure turbine 
the casing to control the clearance between the blades blades and said casing comprises a low pressure turbine 
and the casing, wherein the clearance control means 20 casing. 
comprises: 10. Clearance control means in accordance with 

claims 8 or 9 which includes transient override means 
of the actual temperature of said casing; for accommodating for transient operation o f  the en- 

gine. 
tive of the gas temperature within said casing and 25 11. Clearance control means in accordance with 
proximate to said blades; claim 1 in which the engine comprises an aircraft en- 

(c) means for developing a third signal representative gine. 
of the rotational speed of said blades; 12. In a gas turbine engine of the type including a 

(d) schedule means for receiving said second and plurality of radially extending blades rotatably disposed 
third signals and developing a schedule output 30 within a relatively stationary blade casing, a method of 
signal representative of a reference casing tempera- controlling an airflow to the casing to control the clear- 
ture at which a predetermined clearance is pro- ance between the blades and the casing, comprising the 
vided; steps of: 

(e) means for comparing said first signal and said (a) developing a first signal representative of the ac- 
schedule output signal and developing a clearance 35 tual temperature of said casing; 
control signal representative of the difference (b) developing a second signal representative of the 
therebetween; and gas temperature within said casing and proximate 

(f) valve means coupled to receive said clearance to said blades; 
control signal for controlling said airflow to said (c) developing a third signal representative of the 
casing. 40 rotational speed of said blades; 

2. Clearance control means in accordance with claim (d) providing a schedule for receiving said second 
1 in which the engine includes a compressor section, and third signals and developing a schedule output 
said blades comprise compressor blades and said casing signal representative of a reference casing tempera- 
comprises a compressor casing. ture at which a predetermined clearance is pro- 

(a) means for developing a first signal representative 

(b) means for developing a second signal representa- 

3. Clearance control means in accordance with claim 45 
2 in which said first signal is representative of the actual 
temperature of said compressor casing and said third 
signal is representative of compressor blade speed. 

4. Clearance control means in accordance with claim 
3 in which said second signal is representative of com- 50 
pressor inlet temperature. 

5.  Clearance control means in accordance with claim 
2 which includes override means for accommodating 
for transient operation of the engine. 

6.  Clearance control means in accordance with claim 5 5  
5 in which said override means includes deceleration 

vided; 
(e) coupling said second and third signals to said 

schedule and developing said schedule output sig- 
nal; 

(0 comparing said first signal and said schedule out- 
put signal and developing a clearance control sig- 
nal representative of the difference therebetween; 
and 

(g) coupling said clearance control signal to a clear- 
ance control valve for controlling said airflow to 
said casing. 

* * * * I *  
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